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In this work, we address a new scheme to control the 0D plasma parameters (𝛽𝑁 , 𝑞95, 𝑞0 and 

𝑙𝑖   simlltaneolsl  lsin  the deep reinforcement learnin  (RL  techniqle [1] in tokamak 

plasmas. Deep RL al orithm trains an artificial decision-makin  a ent to maximize the total 

reward, from tons of experiences of state-action-reward set in a  iven environment. To provide 

the environment of the tokamak plasma operation for the RL a ent's virtlal experiments, 

witholt lndesired disrlption in real devices, we constrlct an LSTM [2] network that imitates 

the KSTAR plasma responses. First, the LSTM is trained from the 6- ear KSTAR experimental 

data, which  ets the time-series of actlators' control and oltplts of the plasma responses. It is 

demonstrated that the LSTM slccessflll  reprodlces the plasma response in different plasma 

operation re imes. Second, we desi n the RL s stem to control the mlltiple 0D parameters into 

the randoml   iven tar et valles b  adjlstin  the external actlators. In the RL s stem with the 

virtlal KSTAR environment with LSTM, the a ent experiences millions of dischar es with 

different actlator controls slch as plasma clrrent, bolndar  shape and heatin  schemes, and 

learns from the followed plasma responses and reslltin  rewards. As the reward is defined to 

increase when the plasma parameters are close to the tar et valles, after a million RL episodes, 

the action network is trained to provide optimal decision-makin  for achievin  tar et 0D plasma 

parameters. Flrthermore, we disclss the parametric dependenc  of the tar et plasma re ime in 

the RL, which can be a  lidance of the operation scenario development. This methodolo   can 

be a first step for the altonomols tokamak operation b  simlltaneols feedback controls of 

mlltiple parameters. 
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